Abstract: OWL (Web Ontology Language) is the standard language for Semantic Web and is used in defining ontologies for Web. Temporal event data are ubiquitous in nature. Temporal data can be represented qualitatively using temporal relations in OWL, enabling temporal ordering of events which plays a vital role in task planners. The basic Allen's temporal interval relations can be used to describe relations in OWL. Allen's interval algebra is a well known formalism used to represent and reason the temporal knowledge. In this work, Allen's interval algebra is extended by Reference Event based Temporal (REseT) relations to reduce the ambiguity in the before relation. The extended formalism is used in the representation of relations between time intervals and the viability of ordering of events in ontology is elucidated. This paper proposes a temporal knowledge representation and reasoning based event ordering system which helps in the temporal ordering of events. The advantage of this method is that it does not introduce any additional constructs in OWL and hence the existing reasoning tools and DL based query languages are capable of generating the linear order of events. The system is investigated experimentally using the COW (Correlates of War) dataset and has been evaluated using the Percent_ Similarity measure. 
Introduction
Temporal knowledge representation and reasoning is one of the challenges faced by the Semantic Web in dealing with various domains. Representing time is an essential step in querying and inferring useful temporal assertions [1] .
Ontology provides the means of sharing and reuse of knowledge in Semantic Web applications. Web Ontology Language (OWL) is the most preferred expressive standard language in the Semantic Web for representing the domain knowledge in the form of ontologies [2] . OWL offers very little support for modelling ontologies with time dependant information [3, 4] . XML Schema date is the data type provided by OWL for a simple timestamp representation in temporal information modelling [4] . This restricts the representation of temporal information in application ontologies. There is a pressing need for solutions in modelling the temporal semantics in OWL which can provide a large increase in temporal expressivity thus enabling the temporal querying. Time representation in Semantic Web can be achieved by using efficient representation and reasoning languages. In OWL, temporal predicates are temporal relations that relate time intervals [5] . In this work, an extension of OWL temporal predicates is presented to make it more suitable for representing temporal knowledge maintaining the OWL expressiveness and reasoning support. This approach is the basis of the proposed time event ontology which is based on OWL-DL representation and support is provided for representing the qualitative temporal relations between time intervals. Most of the events occur over a time interval. Some events seem to be instantaneous (occuring at a point of time) but such events can be decomposed into time parts if they are examined more closely. So every event takes place over a time interval [6, 7] . Quantitative temporal relations handle intervals by considering the start and end points. But qualitative temporal relations are advantageous over quantitative relations as they a) can be inferred from quantitative information b) can be used as an alternative to missing quantitative information [8] c) increase the expressive power of the representation [9] d) enable reasoning over relations [7] . Allen's 13 pairwise disjoint relations between time intervals are qualitative. These relations are implemented in OWL as object relations between the time intervals [5] . OWL, a Description Logic based formalism allows reasoning over Allen's temporal relations. Allen's interval relations before and after are contextual and ambiguous [10] [11] [12] as the temporal distance and event order cannot be determined. Event ordering is defined as the linear sequencing (ordering) of events with respect to the start time of the events in this work. So, if the event 1 starts before 2 , 1 will be preceding 2 in the event order. The REseT relations proposed in this work a) increase the expressiveness of the language b) provide sufficient reasoning support and c) enable assessing the order of intervals. Hence, the REseT relations when used along with Allen's relations as temporal predicates in OWL, enable efficient ordering of events. The efficient representation of knowledge about events (actions) and their temporal ordering enables effective planning and execution of tasks in various domains. The work described in this paper is a continuation of research described previously in [12] and proposes the extension of temporal predicates in OWL to represent knowledge about events and their ordering. The hypothesis of this work is that temporal relations that reduce the ambiguity of Allen's 'before' relation are necessary for efficient event order generation. This paper illustrates the power and use of the REseT relations in OWL language predicates in a temporal context. It describes how time event ontology can be modelled by employing the OWL language with REseT relations and it evaluates the efficiency of the event order generating system with Percent_Similarity as performance measure. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview of known approaches towards temporal representation in OWL, modelling of domain knowledge using existing relations and their drawbacks are presented. In Section 3, the REseT relations are introduced and the advantages are stated. In Section 4, the proposed relations are proved to be strict partial order relations. Section 5 presents the OWL-based time event ontology and its application in event ordering. Section 6 evaluates the developed system in terms of its key features as well as the results generated. Section 7 provides conclusion regarding the main ideas presented in this paper and possible future works.
Related works
In this section, the existing works on temporal knowledge representation in OWL, the existing relations, their modelling in OWL and the drawbacks are presented.
Temporal knowledge representation in OWL
The extension of temporal predicates in OWL aims at representing temporal information in an unambiguous fashion to enable the inference of temporal order of events. OWL is the primary Semantic Web Language used for modelling ontologies and efforts have been made to extend it to handle temporal information. OWL-Time, ontology of temporal concepts, was developed using OWL-DL for describing the temporal content of web pages and temporal properties of web services [13] . Temporal relations, both quantitative and qualitative, that exist between instants and intervals are described in this approach. It relies on data types for the description of time, duration, clock, calendar and temporal aggregates in many domains. OWL-Time is at present a W3C working draft. tOWL is a temporal extension of OWL-DL and was proposed to capture the semantics of intervals in a better way by representing Allen's interval relations at TBox level compared to OWL-Time which does this at ABox level. Hence, it avoids ambiguous semantics. It also enables modelling of domain dynamics using 4D fluent approach [2, 3] . The 4D fluent approach represents time concepts as 4-dimensional objects with the 4th dimension being time to allow representation of complex temporal aspects such as process state transitions [9] . The interval based temporal ontology language TL-OWL was proposed to represent and reason temporal knowledge in Semantic Web [14] . TL-OWL adds temporal semantics to OWL-DL and the reasoning algorithms for the language are decidable. So, a large amount of work has been done to extend the description logic model underlying OWL by defining new operators and associated semantics to incorporate time. In this work, the representation of temporal information is not done by defining new OWL operators but it is done by the introduction of new objects and properties (relations). Tableaux reasoners Pellet, Racer and FacT++ based on tableaux algorithms are the most commonly used DL reasoners. SWRL rules when combined with OWL constructs offer a sound, complete and tractable reasoning procedure. The transitivity, antisymmetry axioms and property chain axioms on a property can lead to undecidability but the RacerPro reasoner support DL safe rules and hence retains the decidability.
OWL modelling of Allen and Roddick's relations
Allen's 13 relations [7] are used for defining temporal relations in OWL. Presently, binary temporal predicates in OWL are defined using 13 temporal relationships proposed by Allen [6] Table 1 . The extended during and finishes relations are very similar to the extended overlaps relation and hence they are not shown in Table 1 . In general, intervals are the fundamentals of any temporal formalism. Allen and Roddick's interval relations describe the relative positioning of two intervals without considering the notion of reference interval. The OWL code using RDF's XMLsyntax that defines Allen's relations before and after as ObjectProperty is:
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="before"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;TransitiveProperty"/> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#event"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#event"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="after"> <owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#before"/> </owl:Object Property>
Drawbacks of existing relations
Reasoning about ordering of events is inefficient when the before relation is used as object property in representing the temporal information. This could be explained by considering some qualitative relations derived from the quantitative 
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Example 1.
The quantitative information about the events occurring in a man's life such as Education, Puberty, Earning, Marriage, Child Birth, Housing, Child's Education, Child's Marriage, Retirement, Sickness and Dying is diagrammatically represented as shown in Fig. 1 .
After calculating the mid time of the events, the qualitative Allen and Roddick's relations can be extracted from Fig. 1 The qualitative information can be got from the quantitative information or the events can be related using the qualitative information directly. The advantages of qualitative information over quantitative information are as follows:
1. The qualitative relations Education before Earning and Earning before Retirement allow us to infer the relation Education before Retirement as the relation before is transitive.
2. The expressiveness of the representation also increases when qualitative relations are used.
3. If quantitative information of an event is missing, with the knowledge of qualitative information, inferring temporal relations between the events is possible. For example, if no quantitative information regarding the event Dying is known and if the known facts are that the event Dying occurs after the event Retirement and the event Education happens before the event Retirement, the event Education happens before the event Dying can be inferred.
The limitations of existing Allen and Roddick's relations can be explained by considering that the following qualitative information is only available regarding the stages of man's life. The event Education is before the events Earning, Marriage, Child Birth, Child's Education, Child's Marriage, Housing, Retirement, Sickness and Dying. The before relation is ambiguous with respect to ordering because the relations can be represented by more than one temporal pattern. Fig. 2 shows the 2 possible temporal patterns describing the relations between the events Education, Earning and Marriage. So if qualitative relations are used in representing temporal information, the before relation will result in ambiguity and the ordering of events will not be efficient with the before relation. So the ordering of the events Earning, Marriage, Child Birth, Child's Education, Child's Marriage, Housing, Retirement, Sickness and Dying with respect to the event Education cannot be done precisely. In our previous work [12] , Reference Event based Temporal (REseT) relations were proposed, but an explicit, clear definition of reference events was not given. In this work, the REseT relations are defined clearly and are introduced as object properties in OWL to reduce the ambiguity [10, 16] in more promising Allen Interval Algebra (IA) with respect to ordering of events.
OWL modelling of REseT relations
Now the REseT relations are introduced after defining some basic terms. The qualitative Allen and Roddick's relations used in defining the new relations are considered to include the ε value proposed by Papapetrou [17] to enhance the robustness of the relations.
Definition 1.
A time interval is defined with 3 attributes such as start time, mid time and end time where start time < mid time< end time.
Definition 2.
The time intervals representing the key events of a domain are defined as the reference events. R is defined as a set of reference events i.e. R = { 0 1 } The temporal relation before (represented by <) holds between the elements of R such that 0 < 1 < < . R = {{ 0 1 }| is a reference event ∧ ( +1 )} where 1 ≤ ≤ . R is defined as a class by name reference event in OWL with 0 1 as its members. For example, in man's life stages Childhood, Adulthood and Oldage can be defined as reference events.
Definition 3.
Time interval define an event if it is not an element of R. E is defined as a set of events i.e. E = { 1 2 }. Every event is associated with maximum one element in R if start time of − ε ≤ start time of < end time of + ε. Event is defined to have any one of the Roddick's midpoint temporal relationships ld,md,sd,loi,moi,soi,lf,mf,sf and Allen's starts(represented by s) temporal relationship with the element in R.
E is defined as a class by name event in OWL with 1 2 as its members.
Definition 4.
The temporal relation between 2 events 1 and 2 can be defined as just-before(jb) i.e., 1 2 if i) 1 is related to reference event 1 
with any one of the Allen's temporal relationships during(d), finishes(f), starts(s), overlapped-by(oi)
viz. start time of 1 − ε ≤ start time of 1 < end time of 1 + ε ii) 2 is related to reference event 2 with any one of the Roddick's midpoint temporal relationships largeoverlapinverse(loi), largeduring(ld), largefinishes(lf), Allen's temporal relationship starts(s) viz. the start time of 2 − ε ≤ start time of 2 < mid time of 2 − ε and iii) 1 has temporal relationship before(<) with 2 where 1 2 ∈ E and 1 2 ∈ R.
Definition 5.
The temporal relation between 2 events 1 and 2 can be defined as quite-before(qb) i.e., 1 2 if i) 1 is related to reference event 1 
with any one of the Allen's temporal relationships during(d), finishes(f), starts(s), overlapped-by(oi)
viz. start time of 1 − ε ≤ start time of 1 < end time of 1 + ε ii) 2 is related to reference event 2 with any one of the Roddick's midpoint temporal relationships mediumoverlapinverse(moi), mediumduring(md), mediumfinishes (mf) viz. the start time of 2 = mid time of 2 ± ε and iii) 1 has temporal relationship before(<) with 2 where 1 2 ∈ E and 1 2 ∈ R.
Definition 6.
The temporal relation between 2 events 1 and 2 can be defined as long-before(lb) i.e., 1 2 if i) 1 is related to reference event 1 
with any one of the Allen's temporal relationship during(d), finishes(f), starts(s), overlapped-by(oi)
viz. start time of 1 − ε ≤ start time of 1 < end time of 1 + ε ii) 2 is related to reference event 2 with any one of the Roddick's midpoint temporal relationship smalloverlapinverse(soi), smallduring(sd), smallfinishes(sf) viz. the mid time of 2 + ε < start time of 2 < end time of 2 + ε and iii) 1 has temporal relationship before(<) with 2 where 1 2 ∈ E and 1 2 ∈ R.
The Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) representing these relations is shown in Fig. 3 .
Definition 7.
The temporal relation between 2 events 2 and 1 associated with reference events 2 and 1 respectively can be defined as just-after(ja) i.e., 2 1 if 1 2 holds between them. The relation just-before(jb) is the inverse of just-after(ja) relation. In some domains, new time intervals need not be introduced as reference events. For example, in war domain (explained in section 5.1) the existing time intervals will be chosen as reference events if some events are associated with them. The time complexity of the existing relation extraction algorithm is O(n 2 ) as the relations are to be extracted between every event where 'n' is the number of events in a domain. If reference events are introduced, relations are to be extracted only between the reference event and the events associated with it. Hence the time complexity is O(mr) where 'r' is the number of reference events and 'm' is the maximum number of events associated with any reference event in the domain. So, introduction of reference events reduces the worst case time complexity of the algorithm. The existing Allen and Roddick's temporal relations can be extracted only when the complete quantitative or qualitative temporal information regarding the events is available. Similarly, the complete knowledge of quantitative or qualitative temporal information about the events and reference events is necessary for extracting the REseT relations. As before relation REseT relations aid in reasoning of relations. So, in the absence of some quantitative information, inference of relations by reasoning is possible using the REseT relations as explained earlier in this section. Advantages of the REseT relations over existing relations are 1. The existing relations relate events without the notion of reference events. Even if reference events are introduced and the existing relation before is used to relate two events under different reference events, it results in ambiguity as events under the same reference event can also be related using before relation. So, the events when related using REseT relations clearly indicates that they have occurred at different context of time. So REseT relations can be used to model domain knowledge efficiently.
2. Linear ordering of events is efficient when the domain knowledge is modelled using REseT relations when compared to Allen's before relation (explained earlier in this section and proved using Table 4) as REseT relations represent different degrees of before-ness among time intervals.
3. Existing relations do not provide any information regarding the temporal distance between the events. The temporal distance can be measured and hence the proximity of the events can be identified when the domain knowledge is modelled using the reference events. The just-before relation can relate two events very far in time and the actual temporal distance can be identified by the proper choice of reference events.
Partial order relations
Partial order relation is a type of binary relation and it plays an important role in scheduling problems [18] . {jb, qb, lb, ja, qa, la} is a set of REseT relations. The set of REseT interval relations is closed under the operations converse, intersection and composition and they define an algebra called REseT interval algebra. Similarly, the other relations in the set can be proved to be transitive.
Proposition 4.2. (Irreflexive) The set of relations {jb,qb,lb,ja,qa,la} is irreflexive.
Proof. Let R be one of the relations in the set then R( 1 1 ) = 0 for every 1 ∈ E, as no event can be related to itself using the REseT relations. So the relations are irreflexive. As the relations are irreflexive and transitive, they are asymmetric relations.
Proposition 4.3. (Partial order) The binary relations in the set {jb,qb,lb,ja,qa,la} are partial order relations.
Since the relations in the set {jb, qb, lb, ja, qa, la} are transitive, asymmetric and irreflexive, they are strict partial order relations. The partial order relations defined on a finite set enables representation of partial order of events using a Hasse diagram. The total ordering of events can be constructed from Hasse diagram using topological sort algorithm which has application in scheduling of projects. Hence, the REseT relations being partial order relations help in generating linear orders efficiently. Hasse diagram is used to represent the order relation between the events. The Hasse diagram in Fig. 5 shows the partial order generated for the events Education, Earning and Marriage considered in example 1 using the REseT relations. Now, applying topological sorting, the linear order Education ≺ Earning≺ Marriage could be generated.
Architecture of the event ordering system
The architecture of the system developed to query time event ontology created using the REseT relations is shown in Fig. 6 . In this work, we consider temporal information stored in a database or dataset as an input to the system. Temporal expressions referring to time in a text can be extracted, preprocessed and the resulting temporal information can also be given as input to the system developed to sequence the events. Correlates of War (COW) dataset has the list of all Intra-state, Inter-state, Extra-state, Non-state wars that happened between 1816 and 2007. The quantitative information of 660 wars is present along with their start and end dates.
Reference events identification
Reference events are the key events of a domain as given in definition 2. They together divide the time line of a domain under consideration. The reference events are to be related using before or after relations [11] . The key wars to which other wars can be associated are chosen as reference events. Considering COW dataset, the wars to which atleast 3 wars can be associated are chosen as reference events. Events are associated with reference events considering their start time as given in definition 3. Fig. 7 shows the events associated with reference event WorldwarI. The start time of the wars in Fig. 7 are within the start and end time of World war I. So World war I is considered as reference event and other wars are associated with it. 
Relations extraction module
The relation extraction module extracts qualitative information from the dataset. Allen's interval relations and Roddick's midpoint relations are extracted using the start and end dates of events in the dataset. Table 2 shows the relations extracted between two reference events and the relations extracted between an event and its associated reference event. It is found from the table that the relation between 2 reference events (First Opium war and Korean war) is before relation and the relation between the reference event and an event can be Allen or Roddick's relations.
Defining classes, object properties based on REseT relations
A simple time event ontology has been developed using Protege (a free open source ontology editor), which aids in the construction of ontologies and in the development of knowledge-base applications with the created ontologies. In this ontology, time is represented in its qualitative nature. The schema of an ontology describes the class, subclass relations, property, subproperty relations, and domain and range restrictions. The schema of this ontology consists of reference_event class (the class of key events that divides the time line of the war domain), event class (the class of events that are associated with any of the members of the reference_event class). The event and reference_event classes are disjoint as stated in section 3. Additionally, number of properties have been defined that further specify the temporal relations. The properties before and after indicate the relationship that holds between the individuals of reference_event class, the properties during(small, medium, large), overlaps(small, large, medium), starts, finishes and their inverses indicate the relationship that holds between the individuals of event and reference_event classes. The domain of these properties is the event class and the range is the reference_event class. The newly proposed REseT relations are defined as properties that hold between any 2 individuals of the event class which are associated with 2 different individuals of the reference_event class. In Protege, Property chain is used to define a new object property as a combination of existing object properties. The operator 'o' denotes operator chaining. The REseT relation just-before(jb) is defined using a set of property chain as follows. Similarly, based on the definitions 5 and 6, the quite-before and long-before relations can be defined using a set of property chains. Extraction of REseT relations is done using the property chains defined for the relations. For instance, according to the first property chain mentioned above if an event 2 has largeoverlapinv relation with reference event 2 and 2 has after relation with reference event 1 and 1 contains 1 , according to definition 4 stated in section 3, 1 has just-before relation with 2 . The war ontology was developed using Protege 4.1 and the RacerPro reasoner that supports property chains was used for reasoning. The war ontology developed using temporal relations as object properties can be downloaded from https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1uSZJo4SEsTUS12QzVoWjhKRUk/edit?usp=sharing.
Reasoning of relations
Reasoning of relations plays a vital role in the event ordering system. Reasoning is done after checking the consistency of the facts. The consistency of the relations is checked by implementing path consistency algorithm PC3 [19] given in Fig. 8 after representing the temporal information in the form of a temporal network with nodes in the network representing the events and the edges representing the relation between the nodes. The consistency checking is performed using the transitivity table in [7] . The time complexity of the algorithm is found to be O( 3 ). Implementing path consistency in SWRL may complicate the representation and hence has been performed using PC3 algorithm. New facts are inferred through transitivity, symmetry and inverse properties of the relations. Allen's relation before is transitive, irreflexive and asymmetrical in nature. REseT relations are strict partial order relations as proved in section 4 and hence the above properties are possessed by them. Reasoning is achieved by RacerPro reasoner in Protege. Reasoning has polynomial time complexity O(n 2 ) when only one Allen relation exists between 2 intervals [20, 21] . Reasoning over REseT relations also has polynomial time complexity because only one relation exists between 2 intervals as each interval is associated with only one reference event and the reference events are disjoint.
Query evaluation
The DL query tab enables expressing class expression queries in the query window. just-bef, quite-bef and long-bef are defined as subclasses of event class and they are defined using the REseT relations. Sample class expression query and the results are shown in Fig. 9 . The OWL abstract syntax for defining just-bef is 
Event order generation
Event order generation system that generates linear sequence of events is based on the list of events generated from querying time event ontology which is explained using 2 sample queries. Query 4: Extract the events for which Franco-Thai war under reference event World War II is just-before with respect to reference event Korean war. All events that have happened during the first half of Korean war will be listed. Query 5: Similarly, extract the events for which Franco-Thai war is quite-before with respect to reference event Korean war. In the process of linear sequencing of events, the events extracted from query 4 are to be sequenced first (ordering with respect to its start time) when compared to events extracted from query 5. The number of reference events considered in modelling any domain plays a vital role in event ordering. Better sequencing can be accomplished by considering more reference events as explained using Fig. 4 . This is because less number of events will be associated with a reference event and the probability that they will be uniformly distributed within a reference event is high. The actual application that generates the event order from the answers derived from domain knowledge in the ontology is developed based on the rules specified in Table 3 considering that event 1 is associated with a reference event 1 and event 2 and 3 are associated with reference event 2 . Having proved that the OWL modelling of REseT relations and event order generation using REseT relations is possible, the event order generation efficiency is proved in the next section considering that the ontology is modelled using REseT relations only.
Evaluation
This section presents the evaluation of the orders generated considering some test scenarios from the COW dataset. The comparative evaluation is performed considering the event orders generated when the ontology is modelled only using REseT relations and when the ontology is modelled using reference events and Allen's before relation. The Allen's before relation is only considered for comparison as the events under two different reference events will be related only by before relation. The orders generated in both the cases are individually compared to the source timeline and an average percentage of similarity between the order generated by the event ordering system and the timeline is calculated. High percentage of similarity shows that the event order generated has more similarity with the timeline and low percentage of similarity shows that the event order generated has less similarity with the original timeline. To compare the order generated(G) with the timeline order(T) and to determine the length of the common event sequence present in the orders T and G a Common Event Sequence(CES) algorithm has been devised and is shown in Fig. 10 . Once the length of common event sequence has been determined using the CES algorithm the Percent_Similarity between orders can be computed as the ratio of length of common event sequence to the length of order T as given in Eqn. (1) .
The Percent_Similarity values closer to 100 indicate that G is similar to T and values closer to 0 indicate that G is distinct from T [22] . Percent_Similarity is calculated considering different reference events shown in Fig. 11 and has been tabulated as shown in Table 4 . Table 4 shows that Percent_Similarity is high when the events are grouped under reference events and when REseT relations relate events. High Percent_Similarity shows high event ordering efficiency. The proposed model works more precisely and the efficiency of the proposed system increases as shown in Table 4 when the events are found distributed evenly within the reference intervals and when the number of events associated with any reference event is less as shown in Fig. 11 . This could be explained considering 3 reference events in Fig. 11 . The events that could be categorized under just-before, quite-before, long-before relations are found equal for reference event First Yemeni Rebellion war as shown in Fig. 12 . Hence, Percent_Similarity is 100% as shown in Table 4 . Similarly the number of events associated with reference event World war II is less (3 events) and they are not distributed evenly as shown in Fig. 12 . Hence, the Percent_Similarity measure is 88%. Burma Assam war has uneven distribution of events as shown in Fig. 12 and more number of events is associated with it. Hence, Percent_Similarity is very less (39.23%).
The hypothesis testing procedure ANOVA-single factor is used to verify the effectiveness of REseT relations in event To make the solution more definite, a single factor ANOVA test was conducted comparing the means of 2 groups (stated in Table 4 ) by considering 100 reference events. The ANOVA test result is tabulated in Table 5 . This was done to analyse the effect of REseT relations in ordering the events. There was a significant effect of the REseT relations in ordering at p<0.05 level for the conditions F(1,100)=59.41613, p=9.586 E-12. The F 59.41613 is greater than F 3.936142 . The p-value 9.58E-12 is less than α (5%). This shows that there is a statistical relationship between REseT relations and the ordering of events. Hence we can deduce that REseT relations contribute to Percent_Similarity. So, the null hypothesis is rejected. This proves that REseT relations contribute to the Percent_Similarity and hence increases the percentage of similarity between the generated order and the timeline order. As stated earlier, the increase in percentage of similarity proves the event ordering efficiency. So, REseT relations that reduce the ambiguity of before relation (also proved in section 3) efficiently generates event order. Hence, the hypothesis of this work that temporal relations that reduce the ambiguity of Allen's 'before' relation are necessary for efficient event order generation is proved.
Conclusion
OWL is extended with REseT relations to represent qualitative relations that hold between the events. This reduces the shortcoming of Allen's relations with respect to before relation. An event ordering system has been developed that works on the ontology created using OWL with REseT and Allen's relations. The efficiency of the orders generated is evaluated and is proved to have more Percent_Similarity when REseT relations are used in modelling the ontology. The future works include proving the usefulness of the relations by identifying the increase in efficiency of the task planner when cascaded with the event ordering system and introducing REseT relations in OWL constructs to have better temporal reasoning. Further, 4-D fluent mechanism can be extended by representing temporal intervals with REseT relations and enabling ordering of events in dynamic ontologies.
